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Abstract

Despite the multiple causes, contribution of Trypanosoma congolense in African Animal Trypanosomosis (AAT) in the sub-Saharan Africa is great. More than 80% of AAT and losses in domestic animals (cattle, goats, sheep, horses, pigs and dogs) in South, East and Central Africa are due to T. congolense infections. In the West, T. congolense remains one of the major causes of AAT in livestock. This chapter discusses the biology and disease caused by T. congolense, challenges and opportunities for control are highlighted.
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1. Introduction

African Animal trypanosomosis (AAT) or “nagana” is one of the vector-borne diseases that have impact on economic growth and a threat to food security in the sub-Saharan Africa. The disease is caused by salivarian trypanosomes mainly *Trypanosoma congolense*, *T. vivax* and the lesser extent *T. brucei brucei*. *T. evansi* and *T. equiperdum* are responsible for other forms of the disease, Surra and Dourine respectively. The disease is spread by the bite of infected tsetse flies (*Glossina species*). Its distribution in the sub-Saharan Africa corresponds to geographical boundaries of tsetse flies within the latitude 14° N and 29° S. The possibility of mechanical transmission by Tabanidae and Stomoxynae has enabled the disease to spread beyond the tsetse belt of sub-Saharan Africa [1,2]. *T. vivax* is now established cause of the disease in cattle causing high morbidity and mortality in South America [3,4] and to the lesser extent in Asia and Europe [5]. Nevertheless, *T. evansi* is a threat to livestock production particularly cattle, water buffaloes and camels across Asia and South America [5,6].

It is estimated that about 40 million cattle are at risk and 3 million die every year, leading to economic loss of US$ 1.0 – 1.2 billion annually [7]. The total domestic product lost is estimated at US$ 4.5 billion per annum when secondary losses such as reduced manure and draft power are included [7]. Despite the multiple causes, contribution of *T. congolense* in AAT in the sub-Saharan Africa is enormous. More than 80% of AAT and losses in domestic animals (cattle, goats, sheep, horses, pigs and dogs) in South, East and Central Africa are due to *T. congolense* infections [8]. In the West, *T. congolense* is second to *T. vivax* in causing AAT morbidity in livestock [8]. The characteristic features of *T. congolense* to such high prevalence and losses is probably due to host susceptibility, intrinsic factors, virulence and vectorial capacity of the vector tsetse flies to the parasite [9]. This chapter discusses the biology and the various features of the disease caused by *T. congolense*, challenges and opportunities for control approach are discussed.

2. Biology of *Trypanosoma congolense*

2.1. *T. congolense* as Intravascular Parasite

*Trypanosoma congolense* was first discovered by Broden in 1904 in the blood of sheep and donkey from then “Leopoldville” which is currently known as Kinshasa in the Republic of Congo [10]. It is a monomorphic (12.1–17.6 µm) salivarian parasite (development take place in the mid-gut and mouthpart of tsetse flies) and lacks a free flagellum at any stage of development [11], and can grow in mice [10]. Unlike *T. vivax* and *T. brucei*, *T. congolense* occurs in the blood vessels only [12] except during development of infection at the site of inoculation where the parasite is found in the skin, extravascularly and localized draining lymphatics [13,14]. In established infection, studies have shown unevenly distribution of *T. congolense* in the host circulation, but mostly localized to the walls of capillaries and small
vessels particularly of brain, heart and skeletal muscles [12,15] and therefore, providing the possibility of passively damaging the attached cells in response to anti-trypanosome antibody and complement fixation [16].

2.2. Trypanosoma congolense Types

*T. congolense* has been found to comprise three different types that are morphologically identical but genetically heterogeneous types infective to livestock and other mammalian hosts [17,18]. They have been classified as Savannah, Riverine-Forest and Kilifi [19,20]. Savannah and riverine-forest are genetically closely related than do Kilifi with the other two [21]. However, all three varies in their virulence, pathogenicity, drug resistance, vectors and geographical distribution [22]. Studies have associated Savannah type with a number of *Glossina* species (morsitans, forest and fusca groups) and affect a wide range of hoofed mammals and carnivores across savannah ecosystem of sub-Saharan Africa [23]. In contrast, *T. congolense* riverine-forest type is largely restricted to the *palpalis* group of tsetse mainly affecting pigs, goats, cattle, and dogs in the humid forest ecosystem of West, Central and to the lesser extent in East Africa [24–26]. *T. congolense* Kilifi type is restricted to East Africa and to the small extent in South Africa; it is associated with tsetse of morsitans group and mainly reported in cattle, sheep and goats [20,22,27,28].

However, field investigations in many parts has frequently found co-infections of *T. congolense* types in livestock and tsetse flies [23]. For instance, whereas savannah and riverine-forest co-infection are common in West and Central Africa [25,26,29,30], savannah and Kilifi co-infections occur in East and South Africa [31,32]. Nevertheless, Zambia, Kenya and Tanzania are the only countries which have reported co-infections of all three types [28,31,33].

3. The Life Cycle

Trypanosomes have a complex life cycle (Figure 1). The bloodstream forms that proliferate in the blood of infected mammalian host are ingested by the insect (tsetse fly) during the blood meal. They differentiate into procyclic forms in the mid-gut and migrate to the salivary glands and proboscis where they attach as epimastigotes forms. They then differentiate into infective metacyclic forms that are transmitted to a new mammalian host during the next blood meal.

More elaborate of the life cycle of *T. congolense* has been described by Hoare [10]. And the recently developmental cycle in tsetse fly outlined by Peacock and colleagues [35]. In fact, four stages are described in tsetse fly ranging from procyclics, trypomastigotes, epimastigotes and the infective metacyclic trypomastigotes. The bloodstream forms taken up by the fly differentiate into procyclics in the fly-midgut and grow in length. The procyclics through
peritrophic matrix penetrate the proventriculus where they cease division and become uniform in size and shape, and hence the name trypomastigotes. These trypomastigotes migrate to the cibarium and proboscis where they differentiate to epimastigotes and eventually metacyclic trypomastigotes, some of these forms have extremely long or truncated posterior ends [35]. The infective metacyclics are very small and do not divide.

Transmission of *T. congolense* into susceptible host is mainly through infected tsetse bites, the reported mechanical transmission have only based on controlled environment [1] and therefore, there is no evidence of mechanical transmission under natural conditions. Following the tsetse bite, few numbers of metacyclic variable antigenic types (M-V ATs) will be at the inoculation site leading to raised nodule known as “chancre”. Not all isolates of *T. congolense* will lead to formation of chancre. For instance, certain forms of *T. congolense* Kilifi did not induce chancre while isolates from Serengeti where observed to induce chancre formation [36]. Nevertheless, a tremendous multiplication of the parasite do occur with subsequent increase in M-V ATs that is essential for survivorship of the parasite and establishment of the infection in the host [13]. After four or five days post infection the trypanosomes will get into the circulation through lymphatic vessels [13].

In the circulation, the parasite continues to multiply until a certain density level where multiplication ceases by the process known as density dependent quorum sensing. Meanwhile, trypanosomes covered by the dominant Variable Surface Glycoprotein (VSG) will be eliminated by antibody mediated immune response. However, residual variable antigenic type (VATs) will give rise to another wave of parasitaemia. This is the mechanism that ensure survivorship and transmissibility by the tsetse fly vector [37].

**Figure 1:** The general summary of the life cycle of Trypanosomes showing the stages involved in tsetse and Mammals.
4. Virulence

There is a marked variation in the virulence between and within *T. congolense* types. A study by Authie’ and colleagues [38] showed that cysteine proteinases (CP1 & CP2) were responsible for the pathology and hence virulence in *T. congolense* infection. Later, CP2 was found to be specific for *T. congolense* and was characterised as congopain [39]. Rodrigues and colleagues [23] observed a significant variability of congopain among *T. congolense* Savannah, Riverine-forest and Kilifi types with extensive polymorphism within Savannah, moderate polymorphism within Riverine-forest and relative homogeneity within Kilifi. Interestingly, virulence in isolates of the same species was shown to be enhanced by sexual recombination (mating) that give rise to genetic diversity even within a population from a single endemic focus [9].

Throughout the literature, studies have identified *T. congolense* strains within the Savannah type as the most pathogenic whereas riverine-forest and Kilifi types were indicated as moderate and low pathogenicity respectively [40].

For instance, variations in the virulence have been detected in *T. congolense* Savannah strains isolated from cattle in eastern Zambia, including identification of extremely virulent strains [41]. In another study, all three genetically distinct types produced acute infection in the Balb/c mice but chronic in Clun sheep and large white pigs [42]. In addition, the riverine-forest type resulted in a more severe disease in mice than the two indicating that pathogenicity is attributed to strain variability within *T. congolense* types [42], and the susceptibility of the host species. For example, riverine-forest type is considered to be refractory in cattle. While riverine-forest type was only present in the vectors, savannah type was predominant in tsetse flies and cattle in the epidemiological survey in the West Africa [43]. Furthermore, cattle that were infected with *T. congolense* riverine-forest and kilifi strains were able to clear the parasites without receiving treatment as opposed to those infected with savannah strain [29,44].

Therefore, it can be concluded that virulence within *T. congolense* types could be attributed to polymorphism of congopain, host species susceptibility and genetic recombination of the parasites within a defined population. The higher the virulence in *T. congolense* strains the higher the chances for its transmissibility and hence its maintenance in the field [41]. However, experience has shown that, the virulence of extremely virulent *T. congolense* strains decreases when co-infected with a less virulent strain [45]. Such phenomenon could be attributed to genetic recombination and diversity of the parasite. Interestingly, the severity and infection outcome in animals may depends on the variant circulating in a particular population that is rendered highly pathogenic upon interactions with different hosts and vector [22]. More precisely, at the wildlife-livestock interface where livestock near the park are severely affected
than those at distant [46].

5. Transmissibility

It is clear that virulence of the parasite is positively associated with increased transmissibility [41]. Based on such phenomenon, there is no doubt that *T. congolense* Savannah type has high transmissibility than other types when picked up by tsetse fly [47]. Generally, not all trypanosomes picked up by tsetse fly can successful develop to metacyclic trypomastigotes. It is shown that, despite of high incidence of trypanosomosis in mammals in sub-Saharan Africa; tsetse captured in the wild population have shown to possess a relatively low midgut trypanosomes infection in the range of 2–20 % in different tsetse species and sample sites [48]. In one hand, studies in *T. b. brucei* have shown that stumpy forms can successful survive and grow to infective stage in tsetse whereby the slender forms are digested with proteases [49,50]. Furthermore, stumpy forms are more abundant at peak parasitaemia in *T. b. brucei* infection, indicating that more transmissible forms exist at peak parasitaemia [50]. But *T. congolense* being monormorphic does not possess the stumpy forms. Likewise, higher *T. congolense* parasitaemia did not correlate with increased transmissibility in tsetse flies [51]. Interestingly, in contrast to *T. b. brucei* and *T. vivax*, the transmissible forms of *T. congolense* have shown to occur in both ascending and peak parasitaemia [37]. With the exception of few studies, several studies within sub-Saharan Africa have indicated high prevalence of *T. congolense* in tsetse vector [9,31,52]. While *T. vivax* is more transmissible than *T. congolense*, it is hereby suggested that availability of *T. congolense* transmissible forms in ascending and peak parasitaemia could account for its high prevalence in tsetse flies. However, other contributing factors include levels of trypanosome resistance to trypanocidal drugs, stage of infection in the host and bloodmeal type [48]. For instance, it was shown that high infection rates of isogenic clones of *T. congolense* in *G. m. morsitans* was attributed to high level of resistance to isometamidium chloride [53]. On the other hand, a significantly higher infection rate of tsetse midgut was observed when tsetse were fed from mice with acute than in chronic phase independent of parasitaemia level [54]. Nevertheless, *G. m. centralis* fed with infected goat or pig blood had higher rate of infected midgut in contrast to flies fed with blood from other mammals [55]. Therefore, it is suggested that, in a particular ecological environment where different susceptible host species exist for example goats and cattle there could be high transmissibility of *T. congolense* in tsetse flies, however, it might depend on tsetse type. *Morsitans* - group tsetse are more susceptible to *T. congolense* infection than *palpalis* group. Reifenberg and colleagues [56] showed that cyclical development of clones of both *T. congolense* savannah and riverine-forest types were arrested in the midgut of most tsetse belonging to the *palpalis*, completed developmental cycle was acquired in morsitans group.
6. Clinical Presentation

In contrast to other species of trypanosomes, *T. congolense* exhibit different clinical manifestation in infected hosts with severity of disease varying depending on the number of factors. These include host and trypanosomes factors. The host factors include the type of animal species, breed and the immune status [57]. For instance, N’Dama breed were shown to develop less severe form of disease than Boran after sequential challenge with *T. congolense* [58]. Very few studies have been done in small ruminants, however, a study in Sudan showed that *T. congolense* developed a chronic form of disease in goats and in some cases became a source of acute infection in cattle [59].

Nevertheless, the trypanosome factors may include strain virulence and genetic variability within a defined population, and whether co-infected [45,60]. The virulent isolates of *T. congolense* savannah type were shown to induce acute disease and high mortality while less virulent strains caused benign and chronic infection [60].

Generally, the clinical signs of *T. congolense* infected animals are specific and include intermittent fever, abortion, cachexia, anaemia, lymphadenopathy, lethargy, anorexia, oedema of the throat, ventrum and forelimbs, ocular discharge and eventually death [8]. Other symptoms includes the history of premature birth and prenatal losses as such was observed in goats [61]. In some cases, distension of the abdomen in dogs may be a prominent feature particularly as a result of ascites and probably hepatosplenomegaly in advanced stage of the disease [62,63].

On the other hand, the disease caused by Forest type in cattle is of low pathogenicity with mild symptoms, anaemia is present at the earlier stages of the disease but cattle reported to self-cured the infection after three months [44] which means cattle have the ability to eliminate this trypanosome. The same applies for Kilifi type that caused asymptomatic disease and no major alteration in pack cell volume (PCV) and leucocytes count [44].

7. Diagnosis

Precisely, diagnosis is defined as methods for detecting infection through identification of aetiological agent or interpretation of reactions of immunological tests. Normally as rule of thumb, initial diagnosis is based on clinical signs and symptoms, and through demonstration of the causative agent or reactions to diagnostic tests. The demonstration of *T. congolense* in the peripheral blood is readily important during the early infection than in chronic or latter stages of the disease [64]. It is already known that *T. congolense* is an intravascular parasite with much of the parasite occupying the blood capillaries. Therefore, the blood smear should be taken from small veins preferably early in the morning as it may increase chances of detecting the parasites [65]. This is because, the average concentration of *T. congolense* in the ear vessels was inversely proportional to the amount of blood passing through in unit time to the
temperature [65]. On the other hand, although diurnal had little variation, *T. congolense* was detected easily from blood collected from ear than jugular veins [66].

In addition, trypanosomes can be detected through aspiration of chancre several days post tsetse bite [14]. This can be possible if animals are examined in earlier days after introduced in the area known to be tsetse infested. However, this kind of diagnostic procedure may not be reliable in areas where forest type is circulating as some forest strains do not induce chancre formation.

On the other hand, examination of lymph is not a promising efficient tool although in the chronic cases has regarded by some as useful means of diagnosis [64]. More importantly, anaemia is a major clinical sign in AAT caused by *T. congolense* infection, when correlated with ecological conditions might provide a tentative diagnosis.

Immunological methods includes enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) which is a very reliable method, and easy to use in the field. However, can only detect anti-trypanosomal antibody and does not determine whether infection is the current or past, this is because antibodies can persist longer even after the parasite has been removed [67].

On the other hand, the molecular method is based on the detection and or amplification of nucleic acid, such technique include polymerase chain reaction and loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) [24,68–70]. These methods exploit the existence of a 177 bp repetitive sequence in the trypanosomes genome, a set of six primers have been used for differentiation of members of Nannomonas subgenus [68].

Other diagnostic methods that have been developed include restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) [71], randomly amplified polymorphism DNA (RAPD) and amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) [72]. Recently, ITS (Internal Transcribed Spacer) of ribosomal DNA repeating units have been used for the species-specific diagnostics of trypanosomes including *T. congolense*. It allows with one set of primers to distinguish most of African trypanosome species in a single PCR reaction based on the size polymorphism [73].

### 8. Pathological Findings

Pathological changes of the animal died of AAT caused by *T. congolense* are however not pathognomonic. There is paucity of knowledge on the changes induced by each particular *T. congolense* types in animals. The pathological lesions presented here are from infection due to savannah type in cattle since the other two have low pathogenicity and in most cases undergo self-cured especially in cattle [44]. The carcass is emaciated as evidenced by sunken eyes, prominent vertebrae and ribs and the tuber ischii become prominent with the wastage of the gluteal and crural muscles. The haircoat is lustress and there is starry enlargement of
all body lymph nodes, haemorrhages of superficial lymph nodes particularly prescapular and the mandibular. There is haemorrhagic fluid in the plural cavity and the heart has shown to consistently lose its parenchyma tissue. Other lesions are enlarged liver which may be accompanied with congestion and some signs of necrosis. The kidney size may be normal but with some necrosis in the renal cortex. There might be thick fluid in the bronchus and the trachea.

9. Treatment

Chemotherapy and chemoprophylaxis has been a central component of AAT control and hence *T. congolense* infection for many decades [74]. Two drugs are currently available for control of AAT which are diminazine diaceturate and isometamidium chloride. Diminazene diaceturate has been used therapeutically only due to its rapid metabolism and excretion [75]. The recommended therapeutic dose is 3.5 mg/Kg body weight (7 mg Kg$^{-1}$ may be recommended for resistance strains) administered intramuscular or subcutaneous injections [74]. On the other hand, isometamidium chloride is rapidly cleared from the plasma to very low concentrations and accumulates in tissues from which it can be released slowly to the circulation to exert its activity [76]. The drug is used both therapeutically and prophylactically. Depending on the dosage of drug, species and strains of trypanosomes; it can offer prophylaxis for the period of about 1–5 months [76].

10. Prognosis

*T. congolense* was reported to became refractory to diminazene treatment when issued on day 19 rather than 24 hours post-infection [75]. Therefore, early detection of the disease and prompt treatment could normally lead to good recovery.

11. Challenges and Opportunities for *T. congolense* Control

Privatization of veterinary services in 1980s and 1990s in most African countries left many livestock keepers to administer chemotherapy in absence of veterinary professionals [77]. This, in some instances has lead to misuse of trypanocidal drugs by farmers and contributing to wide-spread treatment failure [78]. Considering the fact that drug to treat AAT are over than 50 years in the market coupling with the highly needed safe and effective drugs for HAT, there is a need of new trypanocidal agents. One of the opportunities is that *T. congolense* expresses specific surface proteins, lectin-like glycoproteins (TcoClecs) that are involved in its parasitic lifestyle which have shown to be suppressed with trypsin [79], drugs that could target this protein is a most welcome. Nevertheless, plants have always been a frequent source of medicaments either in form of traditional preparations or as active principles. In the recent past, pioneering screening work on various plants [80–82], have shown that many have promising *in vitro* and or *in vivo* trypanocidal activity potential. It is now more than 20 years
of anti-trypanosomal research from plant sources in Africa. There is yet a realistic molecule(s) that is to be subjected to vigorous clinical trials leading to useful agent that can help fight trypanosomosis. Most studies have ended either in vitro and or in vivo studies. There is a need of conducting more research to turn the promising anti-trypanosomal compounds into useful product(s).

On the other hand, most livestock keepers in the affected regions have limited access to quick diagnostic methods for early detection of the disease. They frequently rely on clinical signs that are often not pathognomonic. Therefore, simple and easy to use field diagnostic tools could play an important part in the control of disease and minimize risks associated with AAT.

12. Conclusion

Although there is distinct variability between genetic types of *T. congolense* with some cause moderate to low disease phenotype. *T. congolense* savannah type is the most important pathogenic trypanosome species in the sub-Saharan Africa. Much is needed in order to control this parasite.
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